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Throughout our product 
line, you’ll see items with our 
Col·R·Tone System™ Logo.  

Know that if you order an 
orange I.V. ID Label (pg. 5), it 
will match the orange Adminis-
tration Tape (pg. 4), which will 
match the orange Alpha-
Numeric labels (pg. 9), etc!  You’ll 
be organized in no time!

And check out 
www.colrtone.com!
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Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!1

Solid Color Multi-Use Tapes
Versatile and Unique for any medical application

Our Col R Tone System™ of medical tapes consists 
of 24 distinctly colored, self-adhesive, plasticized 
paper tapes. These versatile tapes can be used on 

all types of surfaces to color code and seal, wrap, unitize or 
bundle at the same time. Now supplies and materials can be 
organized the easy way.  And tapes can be written on with 
any ordinary pen!  Need a special size, width or format you 
don’t see listed below?  Ask us!  We’re all about custom... 

Why Use Tape?
It’s Flexible! •	  It comforms to any surface shape with ease, 
unlike labels.
Removable! •	  But it adheres securely until you want it gone.
No Liner•	  to worry about upon application.
Easy Unwind!  •	 It sticks to itself much less than other similar 
products.  
Hand Tearable!•	   So easy, you can tear it with one hand, yet 
strong enough to hold items together.

Col·R·Tone System™ tapes have 
much stronger colors which do 
not vary and better roll unwind, 
without edge tears. 

Solid Medical Tapes

1” Core Sizes Part. No.

½” x 500” 158-0002

¾" x 500" 158-0003

1" x 500" 158-0004

1½" x 500" 158-0005

2" x 500" 158-0006

3" x 500" 158-0007

3" Core Sizes: Part No.

½" x 2160" 158-0008

¾" x 2160" 158-0009

1" x 2160" 158-0010

1½" x 2160" 158-0011

2" x 2160" 158-0012

3" x 2160" 158-0013

Call for a Custom 
Quote:  785.437.6000

Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!
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See more products and ideas online at www.rollproducts.com

Custom-Imprinted Lab & Medical Tapes
Your customers have a special request?  Done.

Our Col R Tone System™ tapes can 
be imprinted and used as laboratory 

labeling, nursing chart tapes and anesthesia 
tapes.  Uses are only limited by your imagination! 
 
Let us help you design a line and a product 
to specifically suit your needs!  Every order is 
custom, without the typical pricing!

Custom Lab & Medical Labels
For Charting, Organization, and Research

Col·R·Tone System™ 
labels are imprinted for 

a multitude of uses in the lab and 
hospital. Whether your customers 
need labels  for charting, research, 
IV organization, front desk usage...  
anything... just ask what is possible, 
and we’ll make it happen!

Due to the flexibility of our offerings, 
the products shown  are just 
examples of labels  we’ve produced 
for our  customers!  Call us and let 
us  help you fill your specific  medical 
label requirements!

See more products and ideas online at www.rollproducts.com

Need Address Labels or Tape?
Get your organization’s custom imprint on 
your address labels for easy identification 
of supplies.  Our products are far superior...  
Call for a sample and 
find out why!
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Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!3

Roll Products Anesthesia Tapes
Our most popular product - For a reason!

Our line of medical tapes and labels 
are designed with professionals 

in the industry.  We are in contact with our 
consultant, Gregory James, M.D., at The Johns 
Hopkins Medical Institutes, asking for his insights 
and opinions as we continue to develop this 
exciting line!

Drug Tapes are available in either rolls of ½” x 
500” or 20 pre-cut tape strips on 3” x 5”
cards.  Please keep in mind, that due to the 
constant fluctuation of new drugs, dosage, and 
administration guidelines, we do not offer any 
anesthesia tapes as “stock” products - instead, let 
us help you tailor a custom line of tapes for your 
specific need!

And why anesthesia tapes instead of labels?  It’s ideal for this application due to 
conformability to wrap around & adhere to the small diameter of syringes used 
often in the OR, ER, or ICU!

RPI has redeveloped our Drug Title Tape system to not only be in accordance with 
the medical environment today, but to be organized in a way that will allow easier 
and less confusing ordering for your customers.  The new system is updated to 
comply with the new American Society for Testing and Materials Guideline (ASTM 
D4774-94).  They are offered in our Col R Tone line of Color-Coordinated tapes in 
order to keep mistakes to a minimum for the medical community.

Below is a list of more than 20 sets of drug tapes that we have offered to customers 
in the past, with each set containing many drugs and applications.  Think of the list 
below as a launching pad to create your own system...  Just give us a call! 

Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!
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Administration Tapes
Clearly mark sites for error reduction

With administration tapes, 
the drug container or 

syringe can be custom labeled with 
the administration/site method clearly 
marked to reduce drug errors.
Below are examples of some popular 
imprints that customers have found useful...

I.V. Site Labels
All the convenience of a label with the quality of a tape!

Now, with I.V. Site™ labels, making notations is simple and 
fast. A caregiver quickly grabs the large 3” x 3” card, fills in 
the information on the label with any pen, removes it from 
the card and places it directly to the patient. Every I.V. Site™ 
allows all pertinent information to stay with the patient! 

Emergency services will add this to their “must have list” 
once tried. Medical facilities will stock these in bulk once 
they have  experienced their effectiveness. And variations 
                  can be custom-made for your catalog!

See more products and ideas online at www.rollproducts.com

I.V. Site Labels
IV Information 137-0001

IV Discontinue 137-0002

Call for a Custom Quote:  
785.437.6000

Administration: I.V. Administration: Epidural Chemo Use Only

Administration: I.V. Push Administration: ____ Concentrated KCL

Administration: I.V. 
     Followed by ____

Rate of: ____ Concentrated KCL –
     Must be diluted
     before use!

Not for I.V. Use

Administration: I.M. ____ O.R. Use Only

Administration: Sub-Q Flush

Administration: Spinal Flush with NaC1

Call us 
about a 
sampling 
program 
for your 
customers!
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Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!5

I.V. ID Labels
For IV Lines, or any place needing organization!

These sets of two labels are an exciting 
new aid for anesthesiologists, nurses, 

and other medical staff in identifying which I.V. line 
goes to which bag. Imagine the tangle of plastic 
lines with the average intensive care or complex 
post-surgical patient. 

Now imagine needing to inject a medication into 
the correct tubing port. Our I.V. ID™ labels come 
complete with companion tubing labels to make 
identifying the correct line a snap!

We’ve developed a system with labels in the colors 
listed below.  If you or your customers would like 
to create your own customized line, simply pick 
any of the 24 Col·R·Tone System™ colors listed on 
page 1,  and replace the letter at the end of the 
product code below.  Or we’ll work with you to 
create your own custom colors!  Just call or hop on 
our website and ask! 

Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!

I.V. ID Labels
Set “1” Red 126-0001-A

Set “2” Blue 126-0002-E

Set “3” Yellow 126-0003-C

Set “4” Green 126-0004-D

Set “5” Orange 126-0005-B

Set “6” Fl. Pink 126-0006-Z

Set “7” Tan 126-0007-J

Set “8” Fl. Red 126-0008-U

Set “9” Salmon 126-0009-H

Call for a Custom Quote:  
785.437.6000
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See more products and ideas online at www.rollproducts.com

Action Labels & Dots
Peel layers to show a condition change... instantly!

Action™ labels reflect the change of status unlike 
any other method. Place the Action™ label on 

your equipment, such as an oxygen tank. While in place, the 
label reads “Full”. Once the tank is empty, simply remove the 
top label and it now reads “Empty”, prompting an action to refill the container and 

avoid inventory problems.

Use Action™ labels & dots for inventory, 
sterility, and quality control. For added 
security, the top label cannot be reapplied 
once removed. The bottom layer also has a 
removable adhesive so the whole system 
can be removed and a new set applied.

Each Action™ label is 1” 
x 1½”, in fl. pink and fl. 
yellow stock colors, with 
custom colors available.  
Each Action™ dot is  1” in 
diameter, and is available 
in any combination of our 24 Col·R·Tone 
System™ colors!

Action Dry Erase Labels
Show the changing states of equipment easily! 

These Action™ Dry-Erasable labels make inventory a snap and can be changed as 
often as inventory changes. Simply lift the protective flap, wipe clean, and change the 

information on the labels with a dry-erase marker. The information will not smear thanks 
to our protective flap. Each label is made with removable adhesive and can be applied 

to almost any surface and then removed when no longer needed. Available as stock 
product in three different sizes to fit your needs! 

Custom sizes & imprints 
are available for any use!

Action Labels & Dots
Dots (add 2 color codes - see pg. 1) 115-0001-(AX)

Not Approved/Approved 115-0005

Calibration Due/Calibrated 115-0006

Contaminated/Cleaned 115-0007

Needs Charging/Fully Charged 115-0008

To Be Cleaned/Cleaned 115-0009

Incomplete/Complete 115-0010

Charged/In Use 115-0011

Full/Empty 115-0012

We have many other stock imprints - See our site!

Call for a Custom Quote:  
785.437.6000

I.V. ID Labels
Generic - 1” x 1.5” 115-0002

Blank - 1.5” x 2” 115-0003

Generic - 2” x 3” 115-0004

Battery Condition - 2” x 3” 117-0001

Call for a Custom 
Quote:  785.437.6000

Specific Commands:

Security & Universal 
Comprehension
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Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!7

Evidence Tape
Easy to Handle, Hard to Miss!

Preferred by law enforcement personel because it is easier to handle! Law
Enforcement agencies begged us to improve the typical blue serrated edge
evidence tape, with a brighter color, and more tamper-
resistance.  And we feel as if we more than 
succeeded with this latest 
version!  Ask us for 
samples!

Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!

Entry Alert Labels
Know what needs to be restocked at a glance!

During hectic situations, medications and  supplies 
are used at an alarming rate, often causing inventory 
control problems.  Mount these labels on an opening 
of any drawer or cabinet door, and you’ll know 
immediately which areas need to be restocked for 
the next time!  And don’t worry...  these labels are 

fully removable and replaceable!

Emergency ID Labels
For immediate recognition of plain-clothed personell!

These badges are ideal when personel arrive at the 
scene out of uniform - They can simply place the 
badge on their clothing! Additional uses are endless...  
From marking lockers, to equipment, one customer 
even said they mark leftovers in their communal 
refrigerator!  

Item # 156-001

Item # 112-0001

Item # 154-0001#154-0002                 #154-0003                #154-0004               #154-0005  
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See more products and ideas online at www.rollproducts.com

Biohazard Tapes & Labels
High visibility for ultimate safety!

Use to mark trash cans, sinks, sharps containers, and other biohazard locations quickly 
and easily. These brilliant black on fluorescent red tapes and labels are coated with a 
permanent adhesive.  The tapes are strong enough to close, seal, bundle, or strap 
          and are bright enough to grab attention at the same time. Use to seal or mark 
                      boxes, packages, or containers that contain hazardous materials. Labels are 
                                   available in rolls and sheets in assorted quantities.  Each roll of 
                                             Biohazard Tape is 2” wide by 55 yards long on a 3” diameter core. 
                                                             The tape is printed in black ink on tough, fluorescent 

red PVC tape. 

Secure Lock Labels
Security at your fingertips!

Finally, an inexpensive label to increase security!  These labels are 
tamper evident, which means if tampering has occurred, they break 

apart like magic! They cannot be removed in one piece. Use on product 
boxes, bottles, shipping containers, envelopes, and anything else you 
need to be assured of security. Also excellent for evidence and police 
work. The words “TAMPER RESISTANT” are printed in eye-catching red 

ink on a clear label for instant recognition.

Biohazard Labels & Tapes
Biohazard Labels 4” x 5” 142-0001

Biohazard Labels 3-5/8” x 3” 142-0002

Biohazard Labels 6.5” x 6.5” 142-0003

Biohazard Tape 2” x 55 yds 142-0004

Contaminated Dipsoables 142-0005

Biohazard Bilungual Tape 142-0006

Call for a Custom Quote:  
785.437.6000

Secure Lock Labels
5/8” x 1-1/4” 113-0001

5/8” x 2-1/2” 113-0002

1-1/2” x 6-3/4” 113-0003

Call for a Custom Quote:  
785.437.6000



Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!9

AlphaNumeric Labels
You’ll never organize files more easily than with this system!

Our AlphaNumeric labels come in 
all 24 Col·R·Tone™ colors (including 

fluorescents) plus silver or gold metallic. Use on 
binders, bins, charts, 
anywhere you want 
to color code and use 
alphanumeric coding 
to help organize. Call 
for special prices on 
custom imprints or 
private branding.

Call 785.437.6000 or go to rollproducts.com/quote  for a request!

Alpha Numeric Labels
0-9 123-0001 9 123-0011 I 123-0021 S 123-0031

0 123-0002 A-Z 123-0012 J 123-0022 T 123-0032

1 123-0003 A 123-0013 K 123-0023 U 123-0033

2 123-0004 B 123-0014 L 123-0024 V 123-0034

3 123-0005 C 123-0015 M 123-0025 W 123-0035

4 123-0006 D 123-0016 N 123-0026 X 123-0036

5 123-0007 E 123-0017 O 123-0027 Y 123-0037

6 123-0008 F 123-0018 P 123-0028 Z 123-0038

7 123-0009 G 123-0019 Q 123-0029

8 123-0010 H 123-0020 R 123-0030

Call for a Custom Quote:  785.437.6000

Arrow Flags
To call attention to a specific location!

Arrow flags are made of tough plastic 
which stays put until needed, then removes 

easily from almost any 
surface! The adhesive 
covers only half of the 
arrow, allowing easy 
removal. Available 
plain or with stock 
imprints. Arrow flags are 2¼” x ½”. Available in all 
24 Col·R·Tone™ colors. Arrow flags are packaged in 
their own dispenser box.  And please don’t hesitate 
to ask about custom imprints on the flags!  The 
examples shown here are just some of our more 
popular options!
Comes standard at 200/roll.
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example of 1” x 1.5”  &  1.5” x 3.25” in clear

Label Protectors / See Thru Labels
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See more products and ideas online at www.rollproducts.com

Label Protectors & See Thru Labels
For protection of any label on any surface!

Colored See-Thru Polyester

Whether your customers use 
See-Thru™ labels to protect or color code, these labels add attention to 

any existing information.  See-Thru labels are printed with the basic Col·R·Tone™ colors 
(fluorescents and black not available). Clear is also available. Each label is produced using 

a 2-mil polyester film with a unique “locked in” color 
feature that actually bonds the color to the material. 
This color will not scratch off from the surface of the 
label! The permanent adhesive assures that your 
information will remain highlighted and noticed! 

Polyethylene Label Protectors:

These flexible, 3.5-mil clear labels stay 
in place even on irregular 
surfaces. And even 
though we’ve applied 
a thick-coat of acrylic 
adhesive, they won’t 
“ooze” on vinyl surfaces, 
shrink, crack, yellow, or 
dry out for years. Initially 
repositional, these labels 
set permanently in 24 
hours. They also have a 
neutral PH and your customers won’t 
have to worry about dirty adhesive 
edges. 
                          

      Vinyl Label Protectors:

      These labels are made of a tough, 
4.5-mil premium vinyl with a 
matte, non-glare surface with 
the best abrasion resistance on 
the market. This ultra-aggressive 
adhesive is initially repositional 
but sets permanently in 24 
hours.

We offer label protectors in many combinations of sizes, shapes, and materials.   
Choose among three basic styles for different needs...

example of 1” x 1.5”  &  1.5” x 3.25” in Col·R·Tone™ colors
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